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QUESTION 1

Oracle Data Safe is a unified control center for your Oracle databases which helps you understand the sensitivity of your
data, evaluate risks to data, mask sensitive data, implement and monitor security controls, assess user security, monitor
user activity, and address data security compliance requirements. 

Which statement is FALSE? 

A. Oracle Data Safe only supports Autonomous Databases. 

B. Oracle Data Safe helps you assess the security of your cloud database configurations by analyzing database
configurations. 

C. Oracle Data Safe helps you find sensitive data in your database by inspecting the actual data in your database and
its data dictionary. 

D. Oracle Data Safe evaluates user types, how users are authenticated, and the password policies assigned to each
user. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.oracle.com/database/technologies/security/data-safe.html https://www.oracle.com/a/tech/docs/ dbsec/data-
safe/faq-security-data-safe.pdf 

Data Safe works with the following Oracle Databases Oracle on-Premises Databases Oracle Cloud Databases
Autonomous Database on Shared Exadata Infrastructure Autonomous Database on Dedicated Exadata Infrastructure
Exadata DB systems Database Cloud Service on Virtual Machine Database Cloud Service on Bare Metal Oracle
Database on Compute 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to set up a notification for a scheduled shutdown of an Autonomous Database instance. What should youdo? 

A. Add a "BEFORE SHUTDOWN ON DATABASE" trigger within the database 

B. Create a rule for the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Event for "Autonomous Database STOP END" 

C. Create a notification alert using DBMS_SNMP package 

D. Create an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Alarm for Shutdown metric 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

A Corporation is building a web application to allow its customers to schedule service requests online. There is also a
need to run operational reports at times during non-peak hours. The architecture team is debating whether such reports
should be run onthe OLTP database or in a separate data mart. The DBA Manager does not want to add anymore
admin responsibility to the team and is looking for a database option that\\'s low to zero maintenance, but meets their
strict performance requirements as well. 

Which Oracle Cloud Infrastructure database service is appropriate for this scenario? 

A. Since the application needs to be highly available, it should to be deployed on a Kubernetes Cluster. 

B. ADW since operational reporting is a higher priority in this scenario. 

C. It is best to build a separate data warehouse, and move the OLTP data on a nightly basis. 

D. ATP. Using \\'tpurgent\\' and \\'high\\' TNS services to separate connection types. 

Correct Answer: D 

Autonomous Transaction Processing provides all of theperformance of the market leading Oracle Database in an
environment that is tuned and optimized to meet the demands of a variety of applications, including: mission-critical
transaction processing, mixed transactions and analytics, loT, and JSON document store. 

As a service Autonomous Transaction Processing does not require database administration. With Autonomous
Transaction Processing you do not need to configure or manage any hardware, or install any software. Autonomous
Transaction Processing handles creating the database, backing up the database, patching and upgrading the database,
and growing or shrinking the database. 

 

QUESTION 4

While Autonomous Transaction Processing and Autonomous Data Warehouse use the same Oracle database, which
statementis true about the workloads? 
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A. Autonomous Transaction Processing memory usage optimizes workloads for parallel joins and aggregations. 

B. Autonomous Data Warehouse workloads are optimized for mixed workloads. 

C. Autonomous Transaction Processing workloads are optimized for data warehouse, data mart, and data lake. 

D. Data that is bulk loaded, by default, uses the row format in Autonomous Transaction Processing where Autonomous
Data Warehouse data format is columnar. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/atp-cloud/atpug/autonomous-intro-atp.html#GUID-
B90147B2EA04-4147-9606-0413D9CC1589 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/atp-cloud/atpug/autonomous-intro-atp.html#GUID-
B90147B2EA04-4147-9606-0413D9CC1589 

 

QUESTION 5

What command should you issue to enable application continuity on Autonomous Database Shared Infrastructure? 

A. alter database set application_continuity=true 

B. alter session set application_continuity=true 

C. exec dbms_cloucl_admin. enable_app_cont ( \\' \\' ) ; 

D. alter system set application_continuity=true 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/autonomous-database/adbsa/dbms- cloud-
admin.html#GUID42B9DDB0-12A7-4EE3-9860-30EFA41061E9 If it was asking for Autonomous Database Dedicated
Infrastructure, then answer would be execute
DBMS_APP_CONT_ADMIN.ENABLE_AC(\\'databaseid_tpurgent.adb.oraclecloud.com\\', \\'LEVEL1\\', 600); 
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